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release the karmic loop we hav·e been evolving within ever since, a
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perpetual chaotic time loop" of the Phantom Matrix to restore natural evolution. Since the
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within the Time Loop of the Phantom Matrix black hole. The Founders races must
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for a collective loop." This DNA purging will affect all Humans and Illuminati-hybrid
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Kathara ™ Grids loop over at the top and bottom and connect to form
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a space-time-loop anomaly that occurred 5.5 million years ago (the "
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Earth" space-time-loop anomaly from 5.5 million years ago, all became electromagnetically
blended
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because they make loops. They go up and they span, and make bridges, and
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is like a loop, so it circles Page 130 of 151
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the Spanner Ring Loop between Macchu Picchu and the Aurora-2 Cloud Cities (
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7 "Astura Loop" between Machu Picchu (Aurora-2 Cloud City anchor site)
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get caught in loops in and other things you want to be able to
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the chambers that loop through the AdorA side of the spheres- we are in

and it actually loops through the AdorA side and they loop out through all

side and they loop out through all those radiation levels and field levels into
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in a huge loop coming back in above Chakra 14. So exhale, push it
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open up a loop, a Spanner-gate loop through that And it is only

a Spanner-gate loop through that And it is only the 7 because they
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in a huge loop coming back in above Chakra 14. So exhale, push it
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to close the loop, back to the AzurA. Good job. [CD 3, Track
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but with a loop coming here. Right where those two little open spots are.

would create a loop. There are 12 of those loops that would interact with

12 of those loops that would interact with each other. They were the 12
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up in the loops here and there, but we"re in the most safe zone
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arcs that would loop through Urtha"s body and into Earth. And they, they are
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is the Spanner loop. Each of the Astura Passages has a Spanner loop where

has a Spanner loop where that, remember it just came to here before? So

open, Spanner ?loop could open. Once the Spanner 7 loop could open because

the Spanner 7 loop could open because we were activating with the NaVAHo codes
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it has its loop ... that was the Astura A that we"ve been having

you put its loop on, its loop is there, right, that"s the Spanner loop.

loop on, its loop is there, right, that"s the Spanner loop. OK. OK. I

that"s the Spanner loop. OK. OK. I would rather explain it this way even

knew where the loops went in relation to the maps but to find the

was but the loop would look like this. That"s the spanner loop, all right.

That"s the spanner loop, all right. So, the Astura passage becomes a Spanner passage

this is the loop passages that unite in the Aurora field These are what
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which are the loops linked together, and they form what would be the Meajhe
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Gates creating this loop, OK. I wanted to understand as precisely as I could

could how that loop should be drawn and the first time I asked, it

shape of the loop which is just a little bit off the same loop

off the same loop you"d get if you drew it with another Kathara Grid
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7 on its loop, which would have been that (referring to graph), with

the Full Spanner Loops on each of them So it"s not just Spanner 7
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you"d have Eternity Loops, right So there would be new configurations that would come
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and make a loop right through to the original entry point And as a
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the whole Astura loop and all of these, you can"t see them right now,

of the Spanner loop. This was Machu Picchu, where it came over and of
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Astura Passage and loop. They are activating this monster and they are trying to
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basically seeing a looping tube. Imagine you"re walking through a circle, like a big
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on it, its loop activates. When you put two of them together, it starts
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a really quick loop, where it loops around and comes back out in Australia,

loop, where it loops around and comes back out in Australia, literally loops around

in Australia, literally loops around the globe and comes back around from Australia to
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They form a loop. This loop forms here, and it creates this loop that

a loop. This loop forms here, and it creates this loop that runs around

it creates this loop that runs around here. This creates the Aurora field gates
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you for a loop if they"re strong But it"s been relentless. They haven"t interestingly,
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out of the loop. And if Earth gets left out of the loop, there

out of the loop, there is no loop and that you"ll see when you

there is no loop and that you"ll see when you see how key Earth"s
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all the fancy loops and stuff are the primal, or the Core Flows. If
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went through a loop as if it got caught in a loop thing (

caught in a loop thing (making the sound) and it ended up in
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makes a whole loop and then comes around your whole bubble and comes back
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the Omega Seal LOOP implant; 2. Restoring the natural Ah-JhA flows in the
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called a Review Loop or Plane, a place that we may more fully come

stuck in Review Loops (this ability, being associated with the Ancient Bhardoah Rites).
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are the mind loops, where thoughts are stuck in circles, creating mind chatter. We
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at Rainforest "Loop Trail", Wingsfield Estate" and 3. The Night of the Shimmering
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IS A HOLOGRAPHIC LOOP that feeds your insecurity. It feeds your fear. It feeds
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It comes in, loops around, comes back down. At the same time, another one"s
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in your own loops", because that"s what a lot of times, if people have
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to anchor a loop of energy through, that will allow the energy to come,
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a little Eckasha looping around us from the Aquareion Matrix. It will come down,
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also be another loop that comes down around, through the other side, that makes
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but through the loop so it can bypass the Procyak Black Hole at the
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through, make a loop literally from the Aquareion Matrix and we"ll return our Orb
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there different time-loops in each dimension? In other words, are there wormholes or

in one time-loop, and we could cross it over and be at 3

are there time-loopstime-zones within a dimension as well as the 15-dimensions?

words, "time loops" in a different context What we would say is, there

natural contructs Time loops are something else. Time loops are created through a misuse

something else. Time loops are created through a misuse of the natural laws of

of a time loop, which is like a time trap, where a normal time-

living matrix- time loops become isolated, or quarantined loops of reality and perception,
where

isolated, or quarantined loops of reality and perception, where consciousness and biology can
become

of the time loop back into a naturally occurring time-cycle. So that"s how

You know, time loops, not as a naturally occurring structure- but there are time

there are time loops, and there are natural time-cycles and our consciousness is

these artificial time loops. If they create these artificial time loops, based on what

these artificial time loops, based on what you"ve said I understand then that people
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once a time loop becomes so convoluted unto itself, it becomes a system -

of those time loops ... it will eventually go back to Source, but the

structure of time loops and their related black holes ... the evolution of that,

So, in time loops people can get trapped in them and there are ways
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and I will loop and play it for three days for individuals torelisten to
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into an Ascension loop where they will get an imprint of the codes that
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on Studio Band loop it, meaning that we"ll play it live for you- not

And we will loop it. It will play over and over It"s 55 minutes
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time, create time loops, worm holes etc. This is how various distortions from the
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by the yellow loops. This flow is shown as starting from near the 12
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the Omega Seal LOOP implant; 2. Restoring the natural Aah-JhA flows in the
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— August 2010 Loops/Planes (the distorted reality field ―false holograms‖ created

―Metatronic Review Loops/Planes,‖ to become free from these inorganic planes of
consciousness
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Cycles, Sextant Time-Loop & Time Doorways; ―Probable‖ Selves, Probable Earths, Potential
Futures,
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of tailbone), then loop up and forward to and through .... 12. Eumbi (
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& false Past loop Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings"" ShiftMasters "M Course Series -
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& false Past loop (Ego-Mind) ~,.,_......,....,...,.. __ "Goat Brain" is the
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past" Time-Glitch loop Minimum level of the Tan-na-kEi mutation that currently

& false Past loop 3 Schema Seal KarUsa-3 Karanids Seal (Ego-Mind)
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Now" Time-Glitch Loop "Land of Nod" (Wandering Sleepers) of the Tan-
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now) Time-Glitch Loop Sacrificial Lambs of our Organic emotions Moving Forward toward the

Time-Glitch Recycling Loop creates the "Sleeping Wanderers Land of Nod" ("East
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repulsion zone Time Loop. PHASE 2: Negative Entrainment If W·,r~~\ @

forward Time-Glitch Loop thrust & all forward Land of Nod Field movment stops

Time-Glitch Recycling Loop PHASE 3: Negative (Magnetic) Entrainment Plasmantik Encryption
Disc Reversal
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in the frequency loop" throughout and beyond this Phase-1 Pana-KHY Passage time
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inflows/outflows. down1lowillg loops, and cbanges in the magnitic topology. In tbe past,
observations
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